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AN OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE AND SECURE A

FINANCIAL FUTURE
We are honored that you have chosen Xcellent Choice Global as your business
associate as you look to secure your financial future. Our goal is to provide you
with products and education that you will be proud to represent and share
with others. Xcellent Choice products are at the cutting edge of science and are
perfectly positioned in several hundred billion dollar industries.
You can participate in the Xcellent Choice Global Financial Rewards Plan at
whichever level you wish. You decide whether you want to create a part-time
income through retail sales or build a full-time business. Your income will be
directly related to your efforts in sharing and selling the products, the
opportunity, and building a sales force.
“All income figures listed are hypothetical and are not based on actual results or averages. Inadequate
historical data exists in order to give average income or expected income levels. Many factors
influence income, some of these factors are outside the control of the Affiliate. Company makes no
guarantees or promises of any income. When sufficient operating data is generated, the Company will
provide income disclosure statements as needed.”
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Ways to Earn Income

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Binary Income
Retail
Matching Bonuses
QEB Quality Enroller Bonuses
Fast Start Bonus

Earn a Car Bonus of up to $2,000 Per Month!!!
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FIVE WAYS TO EARN INCOME

1.Binary
INCOME

Maximum

$100,000
USD/ month binary
earning potential per
business center.

$40 USD

400 BV
200 BV

(Paid Monthly)

THE POWER OF

†

Each time you accumulate 600 BV with a
minimum of 1/3 on your weak side, you will
earn a Step Payment of $40 USD†.

You can earn powerful Binary Team
Commissions as you start to build your
Xcellent Choice sales teams. These
commissions are designed to reward
you for helping and supporting those
who join your team. The more you help
them succeed, the more you can earn.
Subject to maximum monthly payout limits per rank.
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NON - FLUSHING

So remember each time you accumulate 600 BV with
a minimum of 1/3 on your weak side, you will earn a
Step payment of $40.
The system will calculate how many steps you and
your team have created each month, in this case you
have 7,500 points on the left and 3,200 on the right.
That equals 16 steps or cycles. So we do some quick
calculations, 16 times $40 equals a total of $640 in
this case.

$40 x ?

The remaining points after the appropriate step cycles
are removed are carried forward to the next period.

$40 x 16 Step Cycles = $640
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Maximum $100,000 USD/
Month Binary Earning
Potential Per Center

$40 x ???

$40 USD

400 BV
200 BV

P.X.

90
Pts

Single
Sampler

150
Pts

Family
Sampler

200
Pts

Business
Builder

300
Pts

+

40/80

Pts

Auto-ship

Points from Customers, Product Packages, and Auto-ships

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th

2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1,024
2,048
4,096
8,192
16,384
32,768
65,536
131,072
262,144…

80 PV
(160 PV)

Left
Team

Right
Team

Activate Your Center
Activate your business center to earn in
the binary with an initial minimum
purchase of 80 PV of product, or selling
retail 160 PV of product.
Earn up to $100,000 USD/month, by
building 2 teams, one on your left and
one on your right!

40 PV

40 PV
PS1

PS2

Right
Left
Qualify Your Center
Enroll 1 on your left who purchases the
Starter Kit and at least 40 PV of
product and 1 on your right who does
the same to qualify your business
center for earning commissions. They
must remain Active with a monthly
purchase of at least 40 PV to keep you
active.

You earn a FREE Business Center when your Primary
Center earns $10,000 USD in a month, and is positioned
at the bottom of your STRONG leg.

Additional
Business Centers

You earn an additional FREE Business Center when your
Primary Center earns $30,000 USD in a month, and it is
positioned at the bottom of your WEAK leg.
The Same pattern goes for Business Center #2, then
Business Center #3, and so on. A truly amazing
opportunity for Business Builders.

Strong
Leg

Weak
Leg

BC-2

BC-3

2-1

2-2

3-1

3-2
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2.Retail

Retailing Product
Both Affiliates and Retail Customers are
positioned in your Binary, allowing you to
earn Not only Retail profits on your retail
customers, but binary cycles as well!

PROFIT
At any level in Xcellent Choice, affiliates are able to purchase products
at the wholesale price for personal use. As an affiliate you are also
able to resell Xcellent Choice products and earn a retail profit. You can
earn lucrative retail profits on each sale.

300PV

200PV

Affiliate

Affiliate
200PV

Retail Customer
100PV

Affiliate

Example: You pay $89.95 for a product and sell it for the suggested retail price of $129.95.
You earn a $40.00 retail profit.
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Starting at Royal Ruby

3
3-1

1

2
2-1

1-1-1-1 1-1-1-2

2-1

1-1

4

3
2-2

3-1

3-2

4-1

2-2

4

3-2

1-1
1-1-1

2

1
1-1-1

4-1-1

4-1
1-1-1-1

4-2

Genealogy Tree

Leadership Matching Bonuses are based on your Personal Sponsor Tree so it pays on
generations, regardless of the level your Personal Enrollees exist in your Binary Tree.

1-1-1-2

Personal Sponsor Tree

3.Leadership Matching
Bonuses

Personally
Sponsored

Paid Monthly
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3.Leadership Matching
Bonuses

Starting at Royal Ruby

Paid Monthly

Leadership Matching Bonuses on Personal Enrolled Binary Income

Generation 1
Generation 2
Generation 3
Generation 4

5% - 25%
5% - 15%
5% - 15%
5% - 10%

F1

F1-1

F2

F2-1

F3

F2-2

F3-1

F1-1-1

Incredible Earning Opportunity for HELPING OTHERS Earn!!!
Leadership Matching Bonuses are based on your Personal Sponsor Tree so it pays on
generations, regardless of the level your Personal Enrollees exist in your Binary Tree.

F4

F3-2

F4-1

F4-1-1
Personally
Sponsored

F4-1-1-1

F4-1-1-2

Leadership Matching Bonuses
You can earn Leadership Matching Bonuses on the Binary Income
earned by your personally enrolled team. You can earn this bonus
on up to four levels of your team in each line of sponsorship. Every
person you personally enroll creates a new line of sponsorship.

You must personally generate a minimum of 40 - 80 PV
points each month in order to participate in these bonuses.
The number of levels on which you can earn the bonus is
determined by your rank in the Financial Rewards Plan.

PRESIDENTIAL

ROYAL
RUBY
1 - 5% MB

EMERALD

1 - 5% MB
2 - 5% MB

DIAMOND

SAPPIHIRE

SAPPIHIRE
ELITE

DOUBLE
DIAMOND

1 - 10% MB
2 - 5% MB
3 - 5% MB

1 - 15% MB
2 - 5% MB
3 - 5% MB
4 - 5% MB

1 - 20% MB
2 - 10% MB
3 - 5% MB
4 - 5% MB

1 - 20% MB
2 - 10% MB
3 - 10% MB
4 - 5% MB

TRIPLE
DIAMOND

1 - 20% MB
2 - 10% MB
3 - 10% MB
4 - 10% MB

BLACK
DIAMOND

1 - 25% MB
2 - 10% MB
3 - 10% MB
4 - 10% MB

CROWN
DIAMOND

DIAMOND

1 - 25% MB
2 - 15% MB
3 - 10% MB
4 - 10% MB

1 - 25% MB
2 - 15% MB
3 - 15% MB
4 - 10% MB
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20

Personally
Sponsored

20

Matching
Bonuses

1st Generation 5% - 25% Matching of Affiliates Binary Income
Average
5
Personally
Sponsored

Average
5
Personally
Sponsored

Average
2
Personally
Sponsored

100 More

Matching Bonuses

2nd Generation 5% - 15% Matching of Affiliates Binary Income

500 More

Matching Bonuses

3rd Generation 5% - 15% Matching of Affiliates Binary Income

1,000 More
Matching Bonuses

4th Generation 5% - 10% Matching of Affiliates Binary Income
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4.Quality Enroller
BONUSPaid(QEB)
Weekly
1

Purchase a QEB package, OR sell the QEB pack, OR Retail Double the PV of the
QEB pack, and you qualify to earn lucrative QEB bonuses 3 Generations Deep
when QEB qualifying packages are sold. As a result we have a great QEB to help
you recover your up front expenses fast, by enrolling quality people who LOVE
to purchase our products and training system, and helping others do the same!
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Business
Builder
Family
Sampler
Business Builder
1ST Gen Bonus Roll Up from F.S. 2nd Gen Bonus Roll Up from F.S. 3rd Gen Bonus Roll Up from F.S. Total QEBs for Sponsoring
One Affiliate

$50
$100
$100
$100
$200
$200
$750

Family Sampler
1ST Gen Bonus 2nd Gen Bonus 3rd Gen Bonus Total QEBs For Sponsoring
two Affiliates

$100
$100
$200
$400

B.B.
B.B.

B.B.

B.B.
B.B.

B.B.

B.B. B.B. B.B. B.B. B.B. B.B. B.B. B.B.

5.Fast Start

BONUS

How does it work?
By Enrolling 3, you will earn:
STARTS ON THE DAY YOU SIGN UP

Xcellent Choice recognizes that a Home Based Business is MUCH
EASIER to grow quickly than slowly. So we offer a very lucrative Fast
Start Bonus to help you recover your up front expenses FAST!
 Enroll as an affiliate and purchase the $999 Business Builder Package
(or Sell 2 x the PV retail) and enroll 3 others who purchase the same
within 30 days of when you join, you qualify for a Fast Start Bonus of
$835!
 This bonus can be earned up to 3 times in your first 90 days!
 Your First Cycle Coupled with your maximum earnings in the Binary
and QEB, could earn you your entire out of pocket expense to join
back including tax!
 The second you complete one cycle by enrolling 3, you have 30 days
to do it again! And finally 1 more time!

Enroll 3 - YOURS IS FREE!

Binary Bonus: 1 x $40 =$40
QEB: 3 x $100 = $300
FSB: $835

Total: $1,175
You Paid: $999 Business Builder Package +
$40 signup + freight + sales tax = $1,175
This bonus can be earned up to 3 times in
your first 90 days!

Fast Track Car Program
1. Join on the Fast Track by purchasing the $999 FSB Package
2. Reach the Rank of Emerald
3. Earn $3,000 in a month – 3 months in a row.
Earn a Car Bonus of up to $2,000 Per Month!!!
 10% of your income as a bonus up to the value of your vehicle payment per paperwork on
file with Xcellent Choice, or $2,000 per month, whichever is less.
 Vehicle must be within 2 years old, and a minimum value of $30,000 to qualify.
 Must register Lease/Loan/Purchase paperwork with Xcellent Choice.
 If you purchase the vehicle outright, your payment will be up to Vehicle price / 39 months.
 Your 3 qualifying periods of 1 month of car bonus are paid 2 weeks after completion of the
qualifying periods so you do not lose anything during qualifying.

Receive products FREE every month by
referring 3 others.

FREE

Xcellent Choice
STAIRWAY TO

SUCCESS
As you progress towards building your Xcellent Choice business, there are
13 different ranks that you can achieve in our Financial Rewards Plan.
Progressing up our Stairway to Success will be based on the time and
effort you put into your business.

EXECUTIVE LEVELS
AFFILIATE
As an Xcellent Choice affiliate, you can begin earning Retail Profits immediately upon the
purchase of the mandatory Starter Kit. The Starter Kit includes your personal replicated
website with the retail store and shopping cart. You will also receive your virtual Business
Training System with all the management tools you need to run your business effectively.
Affiliates do not earn or generate points.

ROYAL RUBY Executive
You must be a qualified Ruby Executive with 4 personally sponsored Pearl Executives (minimum of one
in each team) who have each generated 40 PV in the current month. You will need 1,600 PGV on Autoship. Earn $40 Step income up to a maximum of $1,500 per month. Earn one level of Matching Bonuses.

EMERALD Executive
You must be a qualified Royal Ruby Executive with 8 personally sponsored Pearl Executives (minimum
of 2 in each team) who have each generated 40 PV in the current month. You will need 2,400 PGV on
Auto-ship. Earn $40 Step income up to a maximum of $4,000 per month. Earn two levels of Matching
Bonuses. As an Emerald Executive you may now qualify for the Car Bonus Program.

PEARL Executive

EMERALD

To achieve the rank of Pearl Executive, you must have purchased a mandatory Starter Kit and
accumulated 40 PV within 30-day period within one year of purchasing your Starter Kit. You
may generate the 40 PV by purchasing product yourself for resale or personal use, or through
Retail (80 PV) who purchase product through your replicated website. You are paid $40 for
each Step up to a maximum $500 per month as a Pearl.

RUBY
AFFILIATE

PEARL

2 PS Pearls

Auto-ship 40 PV

Auto-ship 40 PV

ROYAL
RUBY
4 PS Pearls
1 - 5% MB
Auto-ship 40 PV

RUBY Executive
To achieve the rank of Ruby Executive, you must first become a Pearl Executive, and then
have personally enrolled 2 Pearl Executives (1 on each team), who have each generated 40 PV
in one month within one year of joining and are Active with 40 PV for the current month. You
will need 800 PGV on Auto-ship. As a Ruby Executive, you are now qualified to earn Binary
Income. There is no time limit on achieving the Ruby position. You are paid $40 for each Step
up to a maximum $1,000 per month as a Ruby.

8 PS Pearls

1 - 5% MB
2 - 5% MB

Auto-ship 80 PV

Car Bonus

Retail

Up To

$500

$1,000

$1,500

$4,000

SAPPHIRE Executive
You must be a Qualified Emerald Executive with 12 personally sponsored Pearl Executives (minimum of 4 in each team) who have
each generated 40 PV in the current month plus one personally sponsored leg that has one Qualified Emerald Executive. You will
need 4,800 PGV on Auto-ship. Earn $40 Step income up to a maximum of $9,000 per month. Earn three levels of Matching
Bonuses. As a Sapphire Executive you may qualify for the Car Bonus Program.

SAPPHIRE Elite
You must be a Qualified Sapphire Executive with 12 personally sponsored Pearl Executives (minimum of 4 in each team) who have
each generated 40 PV in the current month plus two personally sponsored legs that have two Qualified Emerald Executives. You
will need 10,000 PGV on Auto-ship. Earn $40 Step income up to a maximum of $15,000 per month. Earn four levels of Matching
Bonuses. As a Sapphire Executive you may qualify for the Car Bonus Program.

AMBASSADOR LEVELS

DIAMOND Ambassador
You must be a Qualified Sapphire Elite with 12 personally sponsored Pearl Executives (minimum of 4 in each team) who
have each generated 40 PV in the current month plus two personally sponsored legs that have two Qualified Emerald
Executives and two Qualified Sapphire Executives. You will need 20,000 PGV on Auto-ship. Earn $40 Step income up to a
maximum of $20,000 per month. Earn four levels of Matching Bonuses. As a Diamond Ambassador you may qualify for
the Car Bonus Program.

DOUBLE DIAMOND Ambassador
You must be a Qualified Diamond Ambassador with 12 personally sponsored Pearl Executives (minimum of 4 in each
team) who have each generated 40 PV in the current month plus two personally sponsored legs that have two Qualified
Diamond Ambassadors. You will need 40,000 PGV on Auto-ship. Earn $40 Step income up to a maximum of $30,000 per
month. Earn four levels of Matching Bonuses. As a Diamond Ambassador you may qualify for the Car Bonus Program.

DIAMOND

SAPPHIRE
ELITE

DOUBLE
DIAMOND

12 – SP Pearls
2 – SP Legs with
Emeralds

12 – SP Pearls
2 – SP Legs with
2 - Emeralds
2 - Sapphires

12 – SP Pearls
2 – SP Legs with
2 - Diamonds

1 - 10% MB
2 - 5% MB
3 - 5% MB

1 - 15% MB
2 - 5% MB
3 - 5% MB
4 - 5% MB

1 - 20% MB
2 - 10% MB
3 - 5% MB
4 - 5% MB

1 - 20% MB
2 - 10% MB
3 - 10% MB
4 - 5% MB

Auto-ship 80 PV

Auto-ship 80 PV

Auto-ship 80 PV

Auto-ship 80 PV

Car Bonus

Car Bonus

Car Bonus

Car Bonus

SAPPHIRE
12 – SP Pearls
1 – SP Leg with
Emerald

TRIPLE DIAMOND Ambassador
You must be a Qualified Double Diamond Ambassador with 12 personally sponsored Pearl Executives (minimum of 4 in each
team) who have each generated 40 PV in the current month plus three personally sponsored legs that has a Qualified Diamond
Ambassador. You will need 80,000 PGV on Auto-ship. Earn $40 Step income up to a maximum of $40,000 per month. Earn four
levels of Matching Bonuses. As a Diamond Ambassador you may qualify for the Car Bonus Program.

BLACK DIAMOND Ambassador
You must be a Qualified Triple Diamond Ambassador with 12 personally sponsored Pearl Executives (minimum of 4 in each team)
who have each generated 40 PV in the current month plus two personally sponsored legs that have two Qualified Diamond
Ambassadors and two Qualified Double Diamonds. You will need 160,000 PGV on Auto-ship. Earn $40 Step income up to a
maximum of $50,000 per month. Earn four levels of Matching Bonuses. As a Diamond Ambassador you may qualify for the Car
Bonus Program.

PRESIDENTIAL DIAMOND Ambassador
You must be a Qualified Black Diamond Ambassador with 12 personally sponsored Pearl Executives (minimum of 4 in each team)
who have each generated 40 PV in the current month plus two personally sponsored legs that have two Qualified Black Diamond
Ambassadors. You will need 320,000 PGV on Auto-ship. Earn $40 Step income up to a maximum of $75,000 per month. Earn four
levels of Matching Bonuses. As a Diamond Ambassador you may qualify for the Car Bonus Program.

CROWN DIAMOND Ambassador
You must be a Qualified Presidential Diamond Ambassador with 12 personally sponsored Pearl Executives (minimum of 4 in each
team) who have each generated 40 PV in the current month plus two personally sponsored legs that have two Qualified
Presidential Diamond Ambassadors. You will need 640,000 PGV on Auto-ship. Earn $40 Step income up to a maximum of
$100,000 per month. Earn four levels of Matching Bonuses. As a Diamond Ambassador you may qualify for the Car Bonus
Program.

TRIPLE
DIAMOND
12 – SP Pearls
3 – SP Legs with
1 – Diamond Ea.

1 - 20% MB
2 - 10% MB
3 - 10% MB
4 - 10% MB
Auto-ship 80 PV

Car Bonus

BLACK
DIAMOND

PRESIDENTIAL
DIAMOND

12 – SP Pearls
2 – SP Legs with
2 – Diamonds

12 – SP Pearls
2 – SP Legs with

2 – DDs
1 - 25% MB
2 - 10% MB
3 - 10% MB
4 - 10% MB

2 – BD
1 - 25% MB
2 - 15% MB
3 - 10% MB
4 - 10% MB

Auto-ship 80 PV

Auto-ship 80 PV

Car Bonus

Car Bonus

CROWN
DIAMOND

12 – SP Pearls
2 – SP Legs with

2 – PDs
1 - 25% MB
2 - 15% MB
3 - 15% MB
4 - 10% MB
Auto-ship 80 PV

Car Bonus

Up To $2,000 / Monthly Car Bonus

CROWN DIAMOND

PRESIDENTIAL DIAMOND

BLACK DIAMOND

TRIPLE DIAMOND

DOUBLE DIAMOND

DIAMOND

SAPPHIRE ELITE

SAPPHIRE

EMERALD

ROYAL RUBY

RUBY

PEARL

AFFILIATE

Xcellent Choice
STAIRWAY TO

SUCCESS
THE MOST FUN YOU WILL EVER HAVE MAKING MONEY!

Glossary

Business Volume (BV)
The total points from your entire teams
production that rolls up to you. Each time you
accumulate 600 BV with a minimum of 1/3 on
your weak side, you will earn a Step Payment
of $40 USD, up to the maximum number of
cycles allowed per your current rank.
Business Center
A Business Center is a position in the
Placement or Binary Genealogy which is
qualified to earn Step Checks based on the
total volume beneath it. Business Centers are
capped at $100,000 per month in earnings, but
additional free Business Centers can be
awarded as your income increases, making
much higher incomes possible.
Fast Start Bonus (FSB)
For those that want an explosive start to their
business, we offer the FSB program to those
who qualify with a Business Builder Package.
It’s simple. Qualify at the Business Builder
level and sponsor three (3) other Affiliates who
also qualify at the same level within 30 days to
earn an additional FSB of $835. Combined
with your Binary Bonus and QEB, this will
return to you your entire cash outlay, including
Starter kit, shipping, and taxes – or as we like
to say, ENROLL 3 AND YOURS IS FREE!

Auto-ship
Auto-ship orders are monthly recurring shipments
of product for personal use or retail. To qualify as
a Pearl or higher requires 40 PV which increases at
Emerald, which is when the car bonus kicks in, to
80 PV. These orders can be modified monthly to
ensure you are always getting the products you
want.
Binary Income
This is a compensation strategy that is responsible
for some of the fastest growing companies in the
Direct Sales Industry. It is based on the concept
that everyone can only have one person below
them on their left side and one below the on their
right side. Any other Affiliates they sponsor must
go under these 2 spots. Likewise, anyone above
your position would also have to place additional
Affiliates down in their organization. This leads to
an effect called “spillover” which enables everyone
to help each other through the placement of new
Affiliates.
In a Binary, all of the volume
underneath your position, including volume from
Affiliates that spilled-over into your group, can
count towards bonus checks to you. These are
paid monthly and each is called a Step Check.
With your first Business Center, you can earn up to
$100,000 per month in Step Checks, plus, you can
qualify to earn additional Business Expansion
Centers.

Fast Track Car Program
We will pay a bonus equal to 10% of your Binary
Bonus income up to $2,000 per month. To reach
the car program is simple, just attain the rank of
Emerald and earn $3,000 or greater per month
for 3 straight months. Once qualified, you will be
paid for the 3 qualifying months so you can truly
start earning this bonus immediately. To receive
an ongoing bonus, just maintain a minimum
$3,000 per month. Program Details: 10% of your
income as a bonus up to the value of your vehicle
payment per paperwork on file with Xcellent
Choice, or $2,000 per month, whichever is less;
Vehicle must be within 2 years old, and a
minimum value of $30,000 to qualify; Must
register Lease / Loan / Purchase paperwork with
Xcellent Choice; If you purchase the vehicle
outright, your payment will be up to Vehicle price
/ 39 months; Your 3 qualifying periods of 1 month
of car bonus are paid 2 weeks after completion of
the qualifying periods so you do not lose anything
during qualifying; Must maintain minimum
volume to receive ongoing bonus payments.

Glossary

Genealogy Tree
This is the overall structure, sometimes referred
to as a matrix, where all of our Affiliates are
placed. In Xcellent Choice, we calculate our
Binary Bonuses off of the Placement or Binary
Tree, which shows each Affiliate where they have
been placed, regardless of who their sponsor is,
and then calculate our Leadership Matching
Bonuses off of a Sponsor Tree which shows each
Affiliate tied directly to the Sponsor and the
Affiliates they have personally sponsored

Leadership Matching Bonuses
Earning commissions and bonuses on the sales
you personally do is a great way to make fast
cash. Earning bonuses paid on the total volume
of your team, including Affiliates that have
spilled over into your group is even better. But
the ability to match a percentage of the bonus
checks of your personally sponsored Affiliates,
up to 4 generations deep, on that same earnings
potential is likely the most lucrative part of the
Xcellent Choice Financial Rewards Plan. This is
where we are paid to develop other Leaders and
when the real excitement really begins.
Personal Group Volume (PGV)
The points associated with your
directly
sponsored affiliates and their team of affiliates.
Spill over points are not part of PGV.

Personal Volume (PV)
The points associated with personal purchases, Auto-ship
volume, and Retail sales. Activate your business center to
earn in the binary with an initial minimum purchase of 80
PV of product, or selling retail 160 PV of product.
Placement or Binary Tree
This tree shows the placement of each Affiliate. Since
each Affiliate can only have 1 position under their left and
1 under their right, any additional Affiliates need to be
placed under their existing organization. All of the
volume from both personally sponsored and placed or
“spillover” can count towards Binary Step Checks.

Quality Enroller Bonus (QEB)
Xcellent Choice recognizes that starting a Home Based
Business the right way can require some upfront capital.
As a result we have a great QEB or Quality Enroller Bonus
to help you recover your upfront expenses fast, by
enrolling quality people who LOVE to purchase our
products, use our training system, and help others do the
same! The Quality Enroller Bonus is approx. 20% which is
paid out on all QEB Packages (Single Sampler, Family
Sampler, Business Builder) through 3 generations in the
Sponsor Tree. Each Affiliate can only be paid up to the
level they are personally at, so if a larger bonus is paid
below them, a portion of it may roll up to the next
qualified at the higher level. With QEB’s it pays to get
qualified fast.

Sponsor Tree
This is the tree that shows each Affiliates
directly sponsored Affiliates. With this tree,
it does not matter how far down in your
organization an Affiliate may be, if you have
personally sponsored them, they are
frontline to you, which also means there is
no limit to how many positions you can
have front line to you. This tree is used for
Leadership Matching Bonuses and Rank
Advancements.

Step Check
Step Checks are the Binary Bonuses cut
every time 600 BV accumulates underneath
you (whether through your own personally
sponsored Affiliates, Affiliates that have
spilled over from your up-line, or a
combination of the two) with a minimum of
200 BV on one side, the 600 BV are
deducted from your total volume and you
receive a $40 Step Check. These can be
earned daily and are paid monthly,
depending on your rank, up to $100,000 per
Business Center per month.

